A Confirmation Process Worth Celebrating

Since 1939, almost every candidate nominated to serve on the Supreme Court has appeared to testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee. Each time one of these hearings occurs, Americans reengage in a debate about the meaning of the Constitution. Not only do the nominees respond to question after question from the senators, but these questions (and the nominees’ answers) also frequently spark intense and colorful debate within the larger public. Nominees are grilled on everything from iconic and sublime cases such as Brown v. Board of Education to deceptively mundane issues like spending Christmas Day at a Chinese restaurant – which sometimes turn out to have important cultural and political resonances.

To understand the confirmation hearings through this swirl of contemporary public debate is to get a rich education about what the Constitution means to us at a given moment in time. One might think, therefore, that these hearings would be viewed as important constitutional moments – essential discussions about constitutional meanings that would be welcomed, even celebrated, in a democratic system of governance such as ours. But the confirmation hearings are rarely thought of in this way. Instead, they are much maligned. The hearings are routinely criticized as empty rituals (at best) or deceptive debacles (at worst). Some legal scholars have even called for abolishing them entirely.⁴

This book defends the celebratory view. Far from being empty rituals that degrade all involved, the confirmation hearings play an important but underappreciated role in our constitutional system: they provide a democratic forum for the discussion and ratification of constitutional change. They do so by creating moments of democratic accountability during which senators debate what should be considered part of our constitutional consensus, and aspiring justices are expected – in public and under oath – to accept that consensus before being allowed to assume a seat on the high Court. Over time, the process of debating and repeatedly affirming (or, in some cases, rejecting) once deeply contested constitutional choices ratifies a new constitutional canon, one that reflects the broad and deep support of those who agree to live under it. In doing so, the confirmation process provides a key mechanism through which each generation of Americans defines and shapes our changing constitutional consensus.

Recognizing that public opinion shapes constitutional meaning is not novel. After all, the framers set up a Constitution that provides for indirect public input into the selection of federal judges through the public’s representatives in the Senate and the White House, thereby ensuring that the Court’s decisions would rarely stray too far from the public’s preferences. Moreover, numerous scholars have demonstrated that the Court is politically constrained and rarely deviates from deeply held majoritarian preferences. Others have examined


4 Our focus throughout this book is on constitutional, not statutory, law. As we demonstrate in Chapter 4, there is very little discussion of statutory law at the confirmation hearings: from 1939 to 2010, only 1% of all hearing dialogue involved matters of statutory interpretation.
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various ways in which public opinion acts as a constraint on judicial decision making,7 investigated how constitutional changes can obtain democratic validity,8 and theorized why democratic input into constitutional meaning is normatively desirable.9

What our work adds to this rich literature is evidence that the confirmation hearings are one of the important ways in which the public contributes to constitutional change. When constitutional choices made by the Court gain acceptance by the public at large, nominees are expected to pledge their adherence to those choices at their confirmation hearings. Over time, subsequent nominees from across the political spectrum voice their support for those changes, allowing the hearings to function as a formal mechanism through which the Court’s constitutional choices are ratified as a part of our constitutional consensus – the long-term constitutional commitments embraced by the public.10 In doing so, the constitutional choices made by an otherwise largely insulated judiciary are affirmed through a formal, public, and law-focused process.

The hearings are uniquely positioned to play this role, in that they are conducted in the language of constitutional law and feature nominees testifying under oath and in the glare of substantial media attention, often for days on end. This separates the hearings from myriad other ways in which public


10 “Ratification” means to approve and give formal sanction to, which is the sense in which we are using the term here. See Joseph P. Pickett, ed., The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2000).
opinion influences constitutional change.\textsuperscript{11} These differences are important, in that their very formality provides a measure of democratic accountability that looser mechanisms lack. Simply put, the Senate’s ability to refuse to confirm a nominee who fails to accept or reject a particular constitutional doctrine provides a tangible moment at which elected officials, acting on our behalf, can choose one legally viable constitutional meaning and reject another.

Focusing on the role the confirmation hearings play in ratifying the current constitutional consensus, rather than on the ways in which they fail to impose a democratic check over the Court’s handling of currently contested issues, has implications for the way we think about constitutional meaning and the role of the Court in our governing system. Although academic discourse has largely moved past this, much of the public mythology about constitutional lawmaking rests on the idea that smart justices acting in good faith can use the tools of constitutional interpretation to ascertain a single, “correct” meaning of the Constitution and apply that meaning in a determinative way to specific cases.\textsuperscript{12} Though this view might be appealing, it is not the system we have. Legal and political science scholars have shown beyond reasonable dispute that our most careful methods of constitutional interpretation simply cannot eliminate judicial discretion in hard cases.\textsuperscript{13} That is, to put it simply, what makes them hard. In such cases, the tools of legal reasoning may constrain judicial discretion, but they cannot eliminate it. Supreme Court justices therefore necessarily make choices among the constitutionally acceptable answers the tools of legal reasoning leave open to them. These choices are within those the Constitution allows, but they are not exclusively mandated by the Constitution. They are judicial choices – constructions built to operationalize...

\textsuperscript{11} Contrast, for example, the formal nature of the confirmation hearings with Ackerman’s effort to legitimate constitutional change by identifying somewhat nebulously defined moments of “higher law making.” See Bruce Ackerman, “The Living Constitution,” 120 Harvard Law Review 1737 (2007).

\textsuperscript{12} See, e.g., Erwin Chemerinsky, “Seeing the Emperor’s Clothes: Recognizing the Reality of Constitutional Decision Making,” 56 Boston Law Review 1069 (2006) (discussing how the myth of discretion-free decision making in constitutional law hinders the ability of the confirmation process to function as a democratic check on an unelected judiciary).
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the words of the Constitution in ways that make sense to the people living under it.

But our public rhetoric, dominated by debates about “umpires” and “activists,” has little patience for a Constitution that offers multiple legally viable answers to hard constitutional questions. Acknowledging such a thing would, after all, require facing up to the fact that we live in a system in which we give unelected justices the power to choose among the legally acceptable outcomes the Constitution leaves open to them. Giving such power to judges seems intolerable.

As other scholars have noted, this picture changes if we instead see those judicial choices as constrained over time by constitutional commitments made by the people and their elected officials, rather than just by the judiciary.

But Supreme Court confirmation hearings are rarely seen as contributing to this process, in part because they have proven unable to draw from nominees their opinions on our most hotly contested constitutional issues.

Focusing our lens instead on the role the hearings play in formally recognizing previously contested cases as part our constitutional consensus allows us to see how the confirmation hearings can in fact contribute to this process. Major constitutional changes, from this perspective, are not “mistakes” that must be grudgingly tolerated because people have come to rely on them, but rather are constitutional choices, made by the people and ratified through the confirmation process. Constitutional meaning, in the process we describe here, is

---


17 See, e.g., Esiason, The Next Justice, supra, n. 2 at 4 (arguing that the hearings have become little more than a forum for “platitudes, anecdotes, and scandals” and that the senators, unable to extract anything of constitutional substance from the nominees, have instead “fished for evidence of wrongdoing”). See also Vikram David Amar, “How Senate Confirmation Hearings Should Better Educate Senators and the American Public: The Instructional Necessity of Case Specific Questioning,” 61 Hastings Law Journal 1407 (2010) (arguing that democratic discourse requires that nominees answer questions about specific issues and cases).

not pulled from the parchment by nine legal seers, but rather is created in fits
and starts as the Court issues decisions that are accepted, rejected, ignored,
and passionately argued about by us.

As our empirical analyses show, this understanding of the value of the
confirmation hearings has the important advantage of resting on a descriptively
accurate picture of how the Supreme Court and the Constitution actually
work. In providing both the data and the theory to support our view, we hope
this book will thus work to lessen the grip of the incomplete story so many of us
feel compelled to tell about the Constitution and the Court. We have found,
however, that people of all political persuasions bring strong preconceptions
to discussions of the confirmation hearings, the Supreme Court, and the
Constitution, and that those perceptions sometimes lead readers to leap ahead
and reach conclusions we reject in this book. We therefore find it helpful at
the onset to lay out with some specificity what we are not saying.

We do not believe that it is the job of the Supreme Court to track short-
term public opinion (although it frequently will do so), nor do we believe
Supreme Court justices have an obligation to vote the way their political
allies or “constituencies” want them to. We do not think nominees should be
required to answer every question put to them by senators (although we do
think that senators could get better answers if they asked better questions) and
we certainly do not think justices should be impeached for failing to always
vote in accordance with the answers they gave at their hearings (although
we think they should feel a special obligation to explain such deviations
in their written opinions). Nor do we believe that every decision issued by
the Supreme Court is equally valid. The tools of legal reasoning constrain
judicial discretion even if they cannot eliminate it, and there will always
be better and worse legal arguments. Likewise, although the Constitution
in almost all hard cases allows for more than one legally correct answer,
it is not infinitely flexible. To say there is unlikely to be a single correct
answer is not to say there are no wrong answers. Finally, we do not assert
that the hearings are the only important means by which Supreme Court
decisions gain democratic acceptance.\textsuperscript{19} There are many ways this occurs,

\textsuperscript{19} It is important to note that we are concerned with the ratification of the Court’s decisions, not
the legitimacy of the Court as an institution. For excellent treatments of the factors shaping the
legitimacy of the Supreme Court, see, e.g., Gregory A. Caldeira and James L. Gibson, “The
Etiology of Public Support for the Supreme Court,” 36 American Journal of Political Science
635 (1992); James L. Gibson and Gregory A. Caldeira, Citizens, Courts, and Confirmations:
Positively Theory and the Judgments of the American People (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 2000); Timothy R. Johnson and Andrew D. Martin, “The Public’s Conditional
including through long-term constitutional conversations,\textsuperscript{20} the construction and re-construction of constitutional meaning,\textsuperscript{21} and the acceptance of new constitutional understandings advanced by various social movements.\textsuperscript{22}

What we are saying is this. The Constitution rarely gives determinative legal answers to complex constitutional questions. Supreme Court justices therefore necessarily make choices among the constitutionally acceptable answers the tools of legal reasoning leave open to them. These choices are within those the Constitution allows, but are rarely uniquely mandated by the Constitution itself. They are judicial choices. Accordingly, they draw their legitimacy not from any constitutional decree, but rather by acceptance, over time, by broad and deep swaths of the public. The confirmation hearings contribute to this process by providing a forum in which those choices are ratified in a democratically legitimated way. \textit{Brown v. Board of Education} is accepted, \textit{Plessy v. Ferguson}\textsuperscript{23} is rejected, and what was once controversial is recognized as part of our constitutional understanding.

This celebratory view of the confirmation hearings – as a forum through which constitutional choices are, over time, embraced through a formal, public, and legalized process – builds on existing literature about constitutional construction, public opinion, and social movements. Scholars working in this tradition have argued that constitutional lawmaking is a constructive process in which the Court legitimates and rationalizes constitutional meanings developed through social movements and ordinary politics.\textsuperscript{24} In doing so, they have shown how constitutional understandings can be changed through sustained and broad-based public action.\textsuperscript{25} We add to this work by demonstrating how the confirmation process acts as one of the mechanisms used to validate those changes. We show that nominees testifying at the hearings do in fact repeatedly affirm or reject what were once disputed constitutional meanings.\textsuperscript{26} Over time, these repeated avowals help to turn those


\textsuperscript{21} See, e.g., Kramer, \textit{The People Themselves}, supra, n. 9.


\textsuperscript{23} Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).


\textsuperscript{25} See, e.g., Ackerman, \textit{We the People}, supra, n. 9; Akhil Reed Amar, \textit{America’s Unwritten Constitution: The Precedents and Principles We Live By} (New York: Basic Books, 2012).

once-disputed meanings – the constitutional choices made by the judiciary – into part of our constitutional fabric. They become constitutional meanings that “We the People” accept, acting not as a metaphysical abstraction, but as we actually think, live, and vote today.

This view of the importance of the hearings stands in stark contrast to the claim that the hearings lack value because senators are unable to pull from nominees their opinions on currently contested constitutional issues. Focusing on the nominees’ refusal to answer questions about unsettled areas of law, although meaningful in some contexts, overlooks the valuable role of the hearings in solidifying our common understandings of what areas are settled. Thus, although nominees are unlikely to tell us much about their opinions of currently contested issues, such as abortion, affirmative action, and gay rights, the repeated affirmation of seminal cases, such as Brown, plays an important role in both validating the Court’s choices in previously contested areas and defining the constitutional issues that are and are not actively in play.

PLAN OF THE BOOK

Although there is no shortage of critiques of the confirmation process, there has been very little empirical research examining exactly what happens when nominees appear before the Senate Judiciary Committee. As a result, many of the calls for changes to the process are based primarily on anecdotes or the analysis of a few nominees, as opposed to a large-scale investigation of

---


28 In this light, senatorial discussions of “super precedents,” addressed in Chapter 8, are best understood as efforts to define what is and is not part of the consensus that makes up our constitutional canon. John Roberts’ confirmation hearing, for example, involved a great deal of debate about the role of such precedents in judicial law making. See, e.g., Michael J. Gerhardt, “Super Precedent,” 90 Minnesota Law Review 1204 (2006).
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every nominee who has testified before the Judiciary Committee. Bucking this trend, we ground our normative picture of the confirmation hearings in an empirically rigorous examination of what actually happens at the hearings. Our conclusions, however, are far from the mundane cataloging of confirmation questions and answers. Rather, our close inspection of the hearings allows us to draw not just on dry data, but also on stories and illustrations, plucked from hearing transcripts going back to before World War II, to show the various ways in which the hearings do in fact play a role in democratically ratifying the Court’s constitutional choices.

In so doing, we are attentive to the fact that the research question should drive one’s choice of methods, rather than the reverse. Consequently, we employ both quantitative and qualitative methods throughout this book. For example, we use quantitative methods to determine the extent to which public opinion and Supreme Court precedent influence confirmation hearing dialogue, a question we believe is best answered through the tools of statistical analysis. Conversely, we rely on qualitative methods to assess the extent to which various nominees affirmed or rejected core constitutional principles at their hearings, as this question calls out for the in-depth analysis of hearing dialogue. Thus, some chapters feature primarily statistical methods, others primarily qualitative methods, and still others utilize both methodological orientations. We are confident that employing this mixed-methods approach will result in a deeper understanding of the nuanced relationship between confirmation hearings and constitutional change.

The data we use throughout this book are based on the transcripts of the Senate Judiciary Committee hearings of Supreme Court nominees. Our quantitative analyses make use of an original database we have created. The database codes every question asked and every answer given at every open public hearing of a Supreme Court nominee since Felix Frankfurter testified in 1939. This data set includes nominees who appeared to testify and were confirmed, as well as nominees who testified but were not confirmed, either because they withdrew from the process or because their confirmation failed in the Senate. This database, the first of its kind, provides a rich source of information on hearing dialogue.31 Our qualitative analyses likewise make use of hearing transcripts. In particular, we rely primarily on hearing transcripts to develop a compelling narrative exploring how hearing discourse evolves over time, thus providing

31 A full treatment of our database is provided in the Appendix.
a vivid illustration of just how the senators’ questions and nominees’ answers contribute to the ratification of our evolving constitutional understandings.

We begin our story in Chapter 2 by presenting an overview of the Supreme Court nomination and confirmation process. The chapter offers an in-depth treatment of all stages of the process of filling a vacancy on the nation’s highest Court. We start by discussing how vacancies arise on the Court. We then cover the means by which the president selects a nominee and the various influences on the president’s decision as to whom to nominate. Next, we provide an exposition of the significant role the Senate Judiciary Committee plays in the process, as well as that of the full Senate. Following this, we discuss what happens after a nominee is confirmed and prepares to take his or her seat on the Supreme Court. As a way of highlighting this process in action, the chapter closes with a case study of the nomination and confirmation of the Court’s newest Justice (as of the time of this writing), Elena Kagan.

While Chapter 2 provides necessary background for understanding the confirmation process, the remainder of the book is dedicated to advancing our thesis: Supreme Court confirmation hearings are a democratic forum for the discussion and ratification of constitutional change. Supporting this claim requires we do three things. First, we need to show that the hearings are democratic, in the sense that they feature the discussion of issues that are important to the American public. In this way, the hearings gain a large part of their democratic legitimacy insofar as the senators fulfill their representational duties by relaying the concerns of the citizenry to nominees. Second, we need to illustrate that the hearings feature the discussion of constitutional issues of contemporary relevance to the public. Rather than merely follow an idiosyncratic path determined by the traits or personal histories of the nominees, our thesis necessitates that we show that hearing dialogue centers around